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Parties, alcohol part
of WSU football
recruitment visits
Brian Krans
WINONAN

During university-sanctioned
football recruiting weekends,
Winona State University football
players hosted high school players to alcohol-fueled parties usually when the recruits' parents
were at a nearby hotel.
The partying was so excessive two weeks preceding the
national signing day, Feb. 4, that
several Winona State football
players and recruits had run-ins
with police.
On Jan. 18, Micaiah Stallworth, an 18-year-old tight end
at Rufus King High in Milwaukee, was arrested for underage
consumption of alcohol while
driving. He was staying with
Winona State football players on
a university-sanctioned recruitment visit. Stallworth said he
traveled to Winona by himself.
Stallworth was driving north-

bound on the Huff Street dike
when police pulled him over for
going 45 mph in a 30 mph zone,
according to police. Officers
smelled alcohol on his breath
and arrested him. His blood alcohol content was 0.11 - 10 perPhoto Illustration by Heather Henkell/WmoNAN
cent over the Minnesota legal Like many other football programs across the country,
Winona State University football players have brought
defmition of drunk.
Because Stallworth had no high school recruits to parties involving alcohol.
identification on him, police
stopped at a house on Grand and
Sarnia streets to locate the owner
of the vehicle the recruit was driving and told him to bring Stallabout
recruiting,
The National Collegiate plaints
worth's ID to the jail.
Athletic Association formed a whether it be football, basketThe car belonged to Lee Cuntask force to review recruiting ball or whatever," NCAA
rules and recommend possible spokesperson Monica Lunderningham, a 22-year-old Winona
new standards for college- man said.
State tight end, according to
In Colorado, court deposilevel athletes. NCAA President
Department of Motor Vehicle
Myles
Brand
assembled
the
tions
are arising alleging the
records.
task force in response to football program of using parIn an interview two weeks
recent allegations of miscon- ties and alcohol to entice
ago, Stallworth said he was on
duct by football players at the potential football players to
his way to get soda when he was
University of Colorado regard- come to their school. Like
arrested. He declined to corning football recruitment week- many other schools across the
country, Winona State Univerment further on his arrest.
ends.

NCAA assigns task force to form
recruitment weekend guidelines

Gymnastics season
ends because of
paperwork mishap
Anne Jungen
WINONAN

The Winona State University women's gymnastics
team has been eliminated
from the National Collegiate
Gymnastics Association
regional and. national cornpetitions despite the team's
qualifying record.
Winona State was determined ineligible to compete
in a regional competition
March 19 in Eau Claire,
Wis., and the national competition April 2 in Boston,
Mass., after missing deadlines for documents required
for competition by the association, Rick Suddaby, association chair, said.
Rob Murray, head coach
of the Winona State
women's gymnastics team,
and Larry Holstad, university athletic director, were
notified and given a two-

"We've got too many com

See Recruitment, Page 2

week extended deadline for
documents required by the
association, Suddaby said.
"The NCGA made every
effort to assist Winona State
in complying with these
standards," Suddaby said.
The executive committee
of the association determined Winona State was
ineligible because of the
missed deadlines, Suddaby
said.
Murray said he spoke to
people other than Suddaby
in the association about the
extension. He did not tell
Suddaby about his other
conversations and the team
was eliminated.
Murray accepted responsibility for the elimination of
the team.
Holstad did not respond
to requests for an interview.
Murray said the first
deadline on Jan. 1 had
See Gymnastics, Page 3

sity is no different.

Bring on the heat...

Chris Warrington/WINON AN

Winona State University students take advantage of the
warmer weather Friday to play catch between Phelps and
Pasture Halls.

Online voters
in favor of new
constitution
Revisions create 'more effective
and diverse' student senate
Matthew Geiger
WINONAN

Winona State University
students voted online last week
in record numbers to approve
several changes to the WSU
Student Association constitution, including altering their
representation within student
government.
After Monday . morning's
recount, a three-member panel
confirmed that 817 of the 878
valid votes were cast in favor of
the new constitution, while 61
were cast in opposition.
The senate unanimously
supported the new constitution,
which was drafted by the student senate constitution committee, when it was proposed to
them before Spring Break.
Dusty Finke, student senate
vice president and chair of the
constitution committee, said the
six person committee spent
over 100 hours since fall working on the proposed changes.
The student senate last proposed a new constitution during
the 1998-1999 school year, but
that referendum failed because
not enough people voted,
according to Michael Hofland,
student senate president.
The main reasons the new
version of the constitution was
written, according to Finke,
were to "reorganize, bring up to
date, and to straighten out
points of confusion in the old
WSUSA Constitution."
Those changes include
switching the wording of the
old constitution to reflect the
fact that the university now
runs on a semester system, as
opposed to the quarter system
that was previously in effect.
Justin Jelinek, a senator and
member of the constitution
committee, said the most
important changes to the document were those involving student representation in the student senate.
The old constitution, in

effect since 1995, divided representation in the senate by
credit classification.
Under the old constitution,
senate was to have six senior,
junior, sophomore and freshmen members, as well as six atlarge senators who could have
any number of credits.
Any vacancies created
through resignations or other
means were to be filled by
internal student senate elections, meaning that the student
senate, not the student body,
would elect the new senators.
The new version also
divides representation among
credit classification, allowing
for three senators from each
credit classification - senior,
junior, sophomore and freshman.
Under the new constitution,
there will also be two senate
positions to be filled by students from each of the five colleges.
Another change allowed for
two senate positions to be filled
by students enrolled in graduate
studies at Winona State. In the
old constitution, graduate students could only be elected as
at-large members.
Finally, the new constitution
lowers the number of at-large
positions from six to four.
The new constitution also
eliminates internal elections,
replacing them with supplemental elections, which are to
be open to the entire student
body.
"The internal elections were
more convenient, but did not
ensure that the students of
Winona State picked their representatives," said Finke. "It's
imperative that all students take
part in the democratic process
in choosing their governing
body."
Hofland agreed, saying that
he thought the new version of
the constitution would give the
students of Winona State a
"more effective and diverse student senate."

Assessment day numbers show WSU above average
Heather Stanek
WINONAN

High test scores and student
participation made this year's
Assessment Day the most successful that Winona State University has ever seen.
Susan Hatfield, university
assessment coordinator, said
Winona State students had test
scores that were higher than the
national average for the seventh
year in a row.

She said students were
higher in all five test categories, which include reading, writing, math, science
and critical thinking skills.
"We're bringing in bright
high school kids and bright
students from different institutions," she said.
Hatfield said nearly 325 students took general education
exams, about 25 more than last
year.
She said more students were

2004
2003
2002
2001

Writing
National/Winona
64.5
66.2
65.6
64.5
64.5
65.2
64.3
65.7

2004
2003
2002
2001

Math
National/Winona
58.1
59.5
58.3
59.8
58.5
59.9
58.4
60.1

2004
2003
2002
2001

Reading
National/Winona
62.6
62.7
62.9
63.3
62.9
62.7
62.9
64.5

motivated to take the exams online surveys, she said.
because it allowed them to regisThis year 4,500 students comter earlier for classes.
pleted surveys - a 20 percent
"The opportunity to register increase from the previous year.
early is a pretty powerful incen"We're very happy with the
tive," Hatfield said.
rate of participation," Hatfield
More students also filled out said.

Critical Thinking
National /Winona
2004 62.1
64.2
2003 62.2
63.5
2002 62.4
63.6
2001 62.4
64.5

Theresa Waterbury, assistant
director of institutional research
and assessment, said the university also added major-related
surveys for the first time.
Hatfield said freshman focus
groups were also more effective

Science Reasoning
National /Winona
2004 61.1
63
2003 61.1
61.9
2002 61.1
62.7
2001 61
62.6

this year, with 275 students participating.
"They weren't just griping
and moaning," Hatfield said.
"They were really balanced in
their perceptions of the instituSee Assessment, Page 2

Mass Comm department scrapping Quark for InDesign
The mass communication a Winona State department that
department already uses some runs campus technology, to
Adobe programs, Illustrator and switch from Quark to Adobe
Winona State's Mass Com- Photoshop, for image creation InDesign.
"There isn't much difference
munication Department will and manipulation.
between
InDesign and Quark,"
Weis
said
he
doesn't
think
have new, less expensive and
he
said.
"Students
shouldn't have
Quark
will
be
used
around
the
more flexible desktop publishing
too
much
trouble
making the
world
much
longer.
He
said
more
software by the fall, according to
switch."
and
more
organizations
in
the
the department chair, John Weis.
According to Weis, every
Weis said the department will professional world are refusing
mass
communication student at
to
use
the
application
because
it
change from Quark to Adobe
Winona
State University will
is
expensive
and
has
nonflexible
programs. These programs are
have
the
Adobe
applications put
licenses.
used in many mass communicainto
his
or
her
personal
laptop in
Weis
has
been
working
with
tion classes to create and publish
the
fall.
This
will
make
the softinformation
technology
services,
messages.

Erik McClanahan
WINONAN

ware accessible off-campus and
Weis was unsure of the exact State doesn't license every comstudents won't have to go to price difference between Quark puter that they install with Quark
Phelps 109 - the main mass and InDesign.
which causes problems, he said.
communication computer lab Dean Feller, manager of techAccording to Weis, Quark
to use the software, he said.
nical support, declined to com- hasn't provided the mass cornWeis said the department is ment on the price differences munication department with any
making the switch because because he hasn't figured out the solution to the license problem
Quark is "extremely expensive" totals yet. despite his efforts in trying to
compared to InDesign and isn't
Occasionally students have reach them for help.
flexible with its licenses. He said been unable to use Quark in
"It's unacceptable," Weis
the faculty has had many prob- classes because of the difficulties said. "InDesign might be the
lems using Quark and getting with the licenses, he said. The solution to this problem."
around the licenses making it licenses deal with the purchase
According to Weis, the IT
difficult to access the software of Quark software and installing Department is paying for the
on campus computers.
it on a computer, and Winona
See Mass Comm, Page 3
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Student Senate Report

Constitution efforts a great success
• Today thunderstorms in isolated locations are expected.
The highs will be in the
WI: tow: upper 50s and the lows will
58 41 be in the lower 40s.
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The week starts with isolated thunderstorms
with highs in the upper 50s and ends with a
few showers and highs in the mid 40s.
source: weather.com

Upcoming Events
March 25
Lyceum: Albert Furtwangler, "Empires in the Louisiana Purchase: Claims of Lewis & Clark and Other Intruders," 7 p.m.,
Somsen Auditorium
March 26
MENC Elementary Choral Songfest, Jane Oxton, clinician;
Cathy Schmidt, coordinator, 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Performing
Arts Center Main Stage and Somsen Auditorium
Two Lakota Men, "Lakota Life/Songs," 1:30 to 4 p.m., North
Lounge, Lourdes Hall
March 27
WSU Hispanic Students, "Spring Latin Dance" 7 to 9 p.m.,
Kryzsko Commons
Athletic training club triathalon, 1 p.m., Jaycee Pavilion at
Winona's East Lake, $30, for more information call Abigail
Brendum at 454-8967 or 454-0252
March 28
Student Recital: Adam Davis, woodwinds, 4 p.m., Performing Arts Center Recital Hall

March 30
French
Horn
Studio
Recital:
Daren
Robbins,
Coordinator/Instructor 7:30 p.m., Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall

♦

Campus +
Security

Feb. 29 — At 9:12 p.m. the
fire department responded to a
fire alarm in Lourdes Hall.
Some smoke was found coming
from the kitchen, but there. was
no fire.
Feb. 27 — At 2:40 p.m. Residence Life staff contacted
security concerning a small
amount of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia found in the
Quad. The matter was referred
to the hall director.
March 1 — At 12:40 a.m.
emergency medical services
responded to campus concerning a student who had passed

out. The student was not transported to the hospital.
March 1 — At 11:04 p.m. a
student reported to security that
she was receiving harassing
phone calls. The matter was
referred to the director of security.
March 2 — At 9 p.m. a student reported that some person(s) entered his room sometime between Feb. 29 and
March 1 and removed some personal items. The room was
unlocked. The matter was
referred to the director of security.

Assessment
Continued from Page 1
tion."
She said the most popular
topic of the focus groups was the
possibility of renting of textbooks.
"That seems to be a topic on a
lot of students' minds," she said.
Hatfield said more students
took part in Assessment Day
activities because they are
becoming more aware of it
through e-mails and word of
mouth.
She said students are also
inspired to take part when they
feel the university cares for their
opinions.
"We built a lot of momentum
this year," Hatfield said. "There
were tangible signs that someone
was listening."
Waterbury said she felt more
students participated because
faculty has become more aware
of Assessment Day.

She said professors are spending more time looking at the
assessment database and encouraging their students to participate.
"More students are taking
part because it is becoming
meaningful for the staff and faculty," Waterbury said.
She said the university would
analyze Assessment Day data
into the summer, after which the
results would be sent to the
administration.
Waterbury said each year
assessment coordinators analyze
results to help determine what
the university is doing well and
what needs improvement.
She said that, overall, she is
pleased with how Assessment
Day went this year.
wonderful
was
a
"It
response," Waterbury said.

issues, such as internal elections as a means
to replace resigned seats, diversification of
representation, smaller elections, voting
rights
of the executive officers, and straightMichael
forward procedures for initiatives and referHofland
endums brought forward by students. After
hammering
out the issues, drafting a new
Student
senate
document, and going through it thoroughly
president
to eliminate syntax and spelling errors,
(something that apparently hadn't been done
nine years ago), it was brought to the student
senate and, after a healthy debate, received
Greetings, Warriors! As you know, a ref- unanimous support.
erendum was held last week to amend the
The first requirement in amending the
constitution of the student association (stu- constitution was to get a minimum of 10 perdent body) as a whole, replacing the 1995 cent of the student body to vote. After checkdocument with an entirely new document, ing with the administration, we discovered
based on the old but with many problems that meant we had to get 755 votes. After a
fixed and new ideas added. This was a tremendously successful PR campaign, led
daunting task as two failed attempts to by PR chair Aubrey Shermock and her cornamend the document have occurred since mittee, as well as other members of student
1995. The referendum was held online, just senate, through the use of emails, club and
like the fall elections, using the same soft- organizational meetings, personal invitation,
ware that was created for those elections.
and many, eye catching, evocative signs, a
Since October, the constitution commit- grand total of 918 students turned out to
tee, chaired by vice president Dusty Finke, vote, or 12.1 percent. This amazing accomspent literally hundreds of hours pouring plishment doubled the previous record voter
over the old document and debating in turnout of 450 students.
length the merits and failings of many
The second requirement was to get a

majority of those voters vote in the affirmative. Handy links were put on the student
senate Web site to both the new and old constitution, as well as a descriptive "hot sheet"
with the major changes the new constitution
would include, so to allow students to make
the final choice on whether or not they
approved of the new constitution. After the
election judges examined and validated the
results, the referendum passed with an overwhelming 817 votes in the affirmative, and
61 in the negative, out of 878 validated votes
on the constitution (professor of the year
nominations were tallied separately).
This was an amazing week. A giant
thanks go out to the members of the constitution committee for all their hard work, to
those who helped PR the referendum, and to
the ITT people that helped set it up online.
The biggest thanks, however, go out to the
students. I sincerely thank all of you who
helped in this referendum and got involved
in the process. Thanks for taking the time to
check out the new constitution and to vote.
This is a tremendous success for all of us, as
a great step was taken in the struggle to
engage students and one of our big goals set
at the beginning of the year has been accomplished. Now, it's on to elections!

Recruitment
Continued from Page 1
Stallworth confirmed, however, that he had not decided
where to play football, but
Winona State was still an
option. Even with the arrest, he
was still on Winona State's
recruitment list.
"I pretty much went there to
see if I could get a free education," Stallworth said of his visit
to Winona State.
The same night of Stallworth's arrest, Adam Linbo, a
21-year-old Winona State football player, was cited for a loud
party at 11:30 p.m. at 258 E.
Mark St.
According to police, people
were going in and out of the
house with alcohol. When
police told the approximately 40
people to leave, Linbo responded, "Fuck the cops," police said.
The following weekend, the
partying continued with another
batch of high school recruits.
Winona State tight end Brian
Ploessl was cited for a loud
party at 415 Harriet St. Of the
more than 100 pedple police say
were at the party, witnesses said
some of those in attendance
were high school football
recruits.
Ploessl told the police the
party got so out of hand that he
was contemplating calling the
police himself, the police report
said.
How did the parties resonate
with the recruits? Craig Martindale, a signed football recruit,
said, "I like the guys a lot. It was
probably the most fun I have
ever had."
When freshman redshirt
Carey Rottman was arrested
Jan. 24, on multiple charges,
including assaulting a police
officer, minor consumption and
possession of marijuana,
recruits were with him, witnesses said.
Those at the party said foot-

ball recruits were with Rottman
when police approached them
in front of 252 E. Mark St.
Rottman and the recruits were
standing on the front lawn
drinking whiskey and smoking
marijuana, according to witnesses and the criminal coinplaint filed in Winona County
Court.
Brandon Woody, a former
football player, was cited for a
loud party at that address.
Woody said there were about 10
football players among the 7080 people drinking from a halfbarrel and wop.
Despite the numbers, Woody
said, "It wasn't a football
party."
Recruits were also taken to a
local frat house the same weekend for a Mardi Gras-themed
keg party. In the Mardi Gras tradition, women exposed their
breasts for plastic beads. At this
party, the woman with the most
beads at the end of the night
was given $50, those at the party
said.
"It was just a lot of people,"
recruit Curtis Underwood III of
Del Ray Beach, Fla., said of the
frat house party.
Approximately 20 recruits
attended one party in late January at Eighth and Grand streets.
Alcohol was given to recruits
immediately upon entry, witnesses said.
"They were all drunk as
shit," one witness told the
Winonan on the condition of
anonymity.
But not all recruits went out
drinking during their visits to
Winona State. Signed recruit Ian
Gilworth said he spent his night
with players hanging out and
playing cards. Recruit Dan Zielski hung out with players and
went bowling.
"There were parties but we
stayed away from them," recruit

Winona State University

Winonan

WSU student-athletes with partying,
alcohol or drug offenses In Winona:
Men's Baseball: 40 players, 20 offenses, 50 percent;
20 offenses/16 players
Men's Football: 110 players, 42 offenses, 38 percent;
42 offenses/30 players
Men's Basketball: 16

Women's Softball: 14
players, one offense, 7 percent; one player/one offense

Women's Cross Country:

players, six offenses, 38 per- 19 players, one offense, 5 percent; six offenses/four players cent; one player/one offense
Men's Golf: '9 players, two
Women's Track: 43 playoffenses, 22 percent; two ers, one offense, 2 percent;
offenses/two players
one player/one offense
Women's Soccer: 18 playWomen's Golf: 15 players,
ers, three offenses, 17 percent; no offenses, 0 percent
three players/three offenses
Women's Gymnastics: 15
Women's Tennis: 7 play- players, no offense, 0 percent
ers, one offense, 14 percent;
Women's Volleyball: 11
one player/one offense
players, no offenses, 0 percent
Women's Basketball: 11
Men's Cross Country: 7
players, one offense, 9 per- players, no offenses, 0 percent
Source: Winona County Court records
cent; one offense/one player
Compiled by Emily Finley
Ellis Minor said. "Getting
caught, and then getting caught
on a recruiting trip, doesn't
sound like a scholarship to me."
For most of the recruits, the
parties weren't the reason they
signed with Winona State.
"1 had a good feeling about
Winona," Gilworth said.
"They're the only program that
talked about a national championship."
Head football coach Tom
Sawyer said the actions of players and recruits haven't gone
unnoticed. He said that previous
reports of student-athlete misconduct were inaccurate.
"We've acted on every situation by the book," he said. "We
tell our players to use common
sense. If they don't, we act
accordingly. Everyone has a
decision there."
Sawyer would not comment
about what specific punishments were handed out because
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Gymnastics
Continued from Page 1
passed without his knowledge
and a majority of other teams in
the association missed it as well.
"It's a situation I sure wish
would never happen," he said.
"This situation was totally acci-

dental."
Murray blamed the lapse on
had timing because the date falls
in the middle of the gymnastics
season when coaches are busy.
The second deadline was two

Winonan File Photo

The Winona State University gymnastics team's season
has ended early because registration documents for
regional competitions were not filed by the deadline.

weeks later and Winona State
missed that one as well.
Suddaby said, "It is unfortunate that this situation has
unfolded in the manner in which
it has."
He said that Murray made an
appeal to the association's executive committee by e-mail on
March 1 — two months after the
initial deadline.
"It was my impression that it
was a hasty decision," Murray
said.
He was notified March 3 that
the committee would not change
its decision.
Universities that are attempting to qualify to participate in the
association's regional and
national competitions must provide the association with five
documents — an intent to participate form, a team roster, a meet
schedule, weekly meet results
and verification that each athlete
is eligible to participate. A $175
entry fee is also required for
competition.
These forms were never
turned into the association from
Murray, Suddaby said.
"These documents allow all
the participating institutions to
know who will be attempting to
qualify into this tournament,"
Suddaby said.
He said that the documents
ensure all universities that all
teams are following the national
association and National Collegiate Athletic Association eligibility rules.
When universities miss the
deadline, it is hard to ensure fairness to other universities, Suddaby said.

Online faculty directory updated
Erik McClanahan
WINONAN
A Winona State University
technology committee finished
making improvements and
updates to the online faculty and
staff directory's accuracy problems.
The directory group consisted of five members from Information Technology Services, a
department at Winona State that
runs campus technology.
They've worked to make the
online directory current and
easy to use.
The committee has already
made some significant changes
to the directory, according to
Joanne Rosczyk, director of
telecommunications at Winona
State and a member of the directory committee.
The directory group has been
working on the project for more
than a year and a half, Rosczyk
said.
The directory can be found at
http://www.winona.edu/its/communications/ . Rosczyk said the
search page on the directory has
been rearranged to make it easier to read.
A preferred name or nickname field has been added to the
search section to make search-

ing for professors easier, according to Rosczyk. She said this
addition is a big improvement in
the directory because some
instructors go by middle names
or nicknames, making it difficult to find those particular professors in the directory.
She said faculty or staff
members with two offices now
have "double entries" on the
updated version when a search
is conducted by their names or
departments. This also makes
searching for professors easier,
Rosczyk said.
The department listings section of the directory has been
updated with new departments
and position changes, she said.
Some of the new departments
added to the directory are New
University Planning and the
National Child Protection Training Center, she said.
Rosczyk said most of the
updates in the department listings section dealt with position
changes involving retired professors or newly hired professors.
According to Rosczyk, the
employee listings section on the
directory has been reformatted
to three columns instead of two
to make it more compact.
The most recent improve-

ment made to the directory was
the addition of a "change form"
function at the bottom of all
individual directory listings,
allowing faculty and staff to
enter listing changes easily,
Rosczyk said. Employees who
need to change their personal
directory information can follow the directions on the
"change form" to update as
needed, she said.
Rosczyk said the directory
needed fine-tuning because it
was never up to date with
changes in teaching positions.
"This has been a true team
effort," Rosczyk said.
According Rosczyk, the
committee wanted to save time
on searches, get the directory
updated online and make the
directory timely and accurate.
"The directory is a fluid document because it is always
changing," she said. "We will
always be making changes to
the directory."
Rosczyk said she makes
changes to the directory almost
every day to keep it updated and
accurate.
"We have achieved what we
wanted," she said. "The directory is 99 percent accurate, which
is the best we could hope for."

know why Murray would choose
not to hand in the appropiate
paperwork for competition.
"I think he's just behind in
everything," Terbilcox said.
"He's so busy trying to catch up
that he keeps missing deadlines."
She said that the team is upset
about the elimination.
"I know that the people I've
talked to are really mad," Terbilcox said.
This is not the first time
Winona State had been eliminated from competitions because of
missed deadlines.
Murray said, "It has been
because of submitted paperwork
and meeting deadlines."
Terbilcox said Murray did not
hand in the paperwork in the
2000-2001 season as well. In the
2001-2002 season, Terbilcox
pressed Murray to hand in the
paperwork so the team could
compete in the regional and
national competitions.
He said that the university
gymnastics program is challenging for him to manage.
"I don't think it's beyond my
capabilities to operate," Murray
said. "But it has become a little
more single-handed than I had
desired."
Murray also owns and manages KidSport, a local gymnastics center. Kindem and Terbilcox said this pulls him away
from his Winona State coaching
duties.
Terbilcox said that Murray is
a good coach, but other things he
does are frustrating.
"He's a good guy who does
bad things," Terbilcox said.

Winona State was accepted eliminated from the regional and
into the national association last national competitions from other
teams at a gymnastics meet in La
year, Suddaby said.
Murray said that the team's Crosse, Wis.
The team confronted Beckie
season average score placed
them at the bottom of the quali- Rolbiecki, the assistant gymnasfiers for the competitions. He tics coach and Rolbiecki said she
doubted the team would have had no idea the team had been
done well because of injuries and eliminated from competition,
freshmen still developing in the Kindem said.
sport, but indiMurray and
vidual athletes
Holstad had a
would have
meeting with
qualified.
the team on
March 5 to
"It's not at
urrayYs a
all a given that
discuss the
we would
details of the
good guy who
elimination.
have definitedoes bad
ly qualified,"
"It's hard
Murray said.
to believe that
things.
The elimiwe got the
nation of the
whole story or
Nicole Terbilcox
team from
that everything everycompetition
Fo rmer gymnast
has members
one has told us
is true," Kindem said.
of the team upset.
Murray said that he feels it
Kindem said she is upset that
was unfair for the association to the team is penalized because of
punish the athletes for his mis- a failure by the coach.
take.
"I don't think it's acceptable,"
"I can't imagine a tougher sit- Kindem said. "You get to the coluation for those girls," he said. "I lege level, where you just want
can't say enough positives about to show off all you can do, and
the athletes on that team."
no one ever knows. It's frustratFor Leah Kindem, a senior on ing."
the team and previous captain,
Kindem said other members
and other seniors, this was the of the team are frustrated with
last year to compete. The team Murray. Of the six women Kindid not find out their season had dem started with her freshman
ended until two weeks after their year, four have quit.
Senior Nicole Terbilcox said
last meet.
"I can't even put it into words she quit the team in January
how I feel," Kindem said. "I because of Murray.
have regrets of even coming to
"He lies about things being
this school."
done when they are not," TerbilSome members of the team cox said.
discovered Winona State was
Terbilcox said she does not

Mass Comm
Continued from Page 1
switch and students won't have
to pay for anything.
Feller said the IT department
is helping implement the
change from Quark to InDesign.
Weis said the IT department
is using a "key server program"
that is put into the computers
and checks to see how many
students are using the applications. The mass communication
department will use the figures
from the program so they know
how many copies of the application to order, he said.
"It is a way to get around the
license problems that occur
with these applications," he
said. "It was pretty creative of
the IT department to come up

'

with this solution."
According to Weis, the
department is going to buy the
Adobe applications for all 10 of
the mass communication faculty. He said the cost of providing
all the applications to the faculty will be around $140 each.
The new Adobe application
will also include a program
called Web Design, he said. He
said it will provide students
with a useful tool for creating
Web sites.
"Students need to learn to
communicate and create on the
Web," he said, "and creating
Web sites will be much easier
with Web Design."
The mass communication
department
has
already

approved a Web design course
called MCOM 205, according
to Weis. He said the Academic
Affairs and Curriculum Cornmittee needs to approve the
course before it can begin, but
he hopes to have the class available by spring 2005.
Weis said he expects some
problems to arise with the
change from Quark to InDesign. He said he will work out
the problems in the summer
with the IT department and
minimize any "bugs" by the
fall.
"I genuinely believe this
won't be a problem, instead it
will be an asset," Weis said. "It
solves a whole lot of problems
I've had."
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Op/ Ed
Reasons why I do not agree with Matt

Page 4

Ryan
Lynch
torial
Columnist

T

here are arguments that I refuse
to have with people. I refuse to
converse with people when it
will get us nowhere. If all of the people
representing each side of an argument
are so deep rooted in their beliefs that
their opinion will not change, an argument is pointless and a waste of time.
And all of the students at Winona State
University have borne witness to a
waste of time argument: the "I agree
with Matt" situation.
I am not going to tell you what my
personal religious stance is. But, I will

say that I do not agree with Matt. The
kind of religious beliefs that the Matters
(as I call the people in the bright orange
shirts) advocate are not the kind that I
will ever accept. No one with beliefs on
spirituality will accept the Matters.
However, isn't that the point? The Matters aren't trying to get anyone who
believes differently to accept what they
espouse — the Matters are trying to get
the people who don't have any set
beliefs yet. And what better group of
people — young, insecure, vulnerable
college students — to recruit?
Rights are from things, not to them.
In America, the freedom of speech is not
an entitlement to being able to express
yourself. That's not possible. There's no
way to guarantee that every single person would not have the capability, but
the opportunity to express themselves.
However, we can make it so that we
won't stop anyone from expressing
themselves when they are in a situation
to do so.

So, no one will stop the people who
wear Matt shirts from talking on and on
about why their faith is what everyone
else should follow. No one will stop
columnists in this paper, or people writing in letters to the editor how we
should follow their faith. I will never do
anything to make it so they can't speak.
But, I will ask them to stop telling
me the same thing over and over and
over again. I have many friends of many
different faiths and none of them go on
and on about how what they believe is
right. If you talk to them and ask them
to explain their position, they will, but
they'll never force it on you. Just
because someone is an atheist doesn't
mean they should try to make everyone
else that way. Just because someone is a
Christian doesn't mean they should try
to make everyone else that way.
Now the response that the people
who I'm asking to cool it with the
rhetoric might be that they don't necessarily say that everyone should believe

in what they believe — they'll say they
were just stating their position. But if
they say that, they're not being honest.
Almost all of the statements made by
the people in questiOn state how Christianity is enlightening, how without its
mythical hero (in the study of religion
Jesus is a mythological figure, just like
the figures of any religion) they are lost
and unhappy, that their lives are more
fulfilling. How is this not an attempt at
conversion? Why would someone go to
so much effort to tell you that their
belief is so great and potentially greater
than all other beliefs if they weren't trying to convince you?
There's only one answer beside that
they're trying to convince you: they're
trying to convince themselves. People
who are always telling other people
over and over again why what they
believe is right are looking for confirmation of their beliefs, they need reinforcement — they doubt, significantly.
The Christian who believes and feels

the presence of God and Jesus in their
lives doesn't have to tell anyone. In conversation they might talk about it. Or, to
the people close to them, they might
speak of their occasional doubts. But
they are secure in what they believe.
The same is true for everyone else. True
believers — Atheist, Agnostics, Humanists, Buddhists, Muslims, Christians,
Hindus, and every other belief set that
there is — keep it to themselves most of
the time.
There is always a time and a place. I
will not tell you what I believe about
God or Jesus, or what happens when I
die, or what is right, or what is true and
what isn't. I will tell you that I respect
your belief, and I respect your right for
no one to interfere with you saying what
you want about it . . . but, please have
some respect.
Reach
Ryan
Lynch
building_man@ yahoo.com

at

For useful, interesting reading material, read the Bible
1,500 years (about 1400 B.C.E. to A.D. 90). The
Old Testament looks forward to Christ's sacrifice
on the cross; the New Testament is based on the
work Christ finished on the cross.
Some might ask, what's the point in reading or
Katrina Jensen
studying the Bible? Here are a few reasons:
It's the word of God. 2 Timothy 3:16 says, "All
Editorial
Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teachColumnist
ing, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly
equipped for every good work."
know of a great book. It's filled with stories of
It holds the answers. When I was a new believhistory, murder, deceit, revenge, sex, adultery, er at age 12, I was given a teen study Bible. I
mystery and so much more. It has 40 different remember going to the subject index in the back
authors, each writing with their own style. What is and reading all about the different subjects I was
it? The Bible.
interested in at the time. I believed that the Bible
At a glance, the Bible is a compilation of 66 held all the answers I would ever need to know.
books, 39 of which are in the Old Testament and Today, at age 22, I still hold on to the idea that the
27 in the New Testament. There are books about Bible can answer any problem I might encounter in
law, history, government, poetry, prophecy and life. For me, it is the standard to which I make
teaching. It was written over a period of about comparisons to.

T

♦
Cyberindee politically
extreme
I have had a lot of great experiences in the two years I have
been here at college. By way of
the classroom and through many
other experiences, my knowledge
and understanding of life has
grown immensely. One of the
things I have learned is that there
is a broad range of ways to view
any situation, especially on a college campus. College is a place
where people can come together
and express their view, different
as they might be. People come
from different backgrounds, and
lifestyles, and each of us has
found our own beliefs system.
There are even programs here at
the university to celebrate, and
develop diversity. This no doubt
encompasses the diversity of
thought. Shouldn't we expect that
our great and learned professors
would share these same character
traits?
Most professors are able to
exude this trait. There is one
extreme exception here at
Winona State University. A very
special instructor named John
Vivian is the head of our campus
online news source dubbed the
CyberIndee. Unfortunately
Vivian has taken his position of
rank at the Cyberindee to bash
individuals and groups for their
views. On one of his recent rants,
Vivian stereotyped a group of students as, "wild-eyed extremists,"
and he continued to bash and
belittle them in many articles
spanning several months. He is
not a reasonable man, but a man
of extreme political views, and he
will stop at nothing to silence the
voice of those who feel differently than him. Mr. Vivian has
proven that he is unable to run an

44p0r/o/
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It's useful for teaching (see 2 Timothy 3:16).
Why else would there be a Bible as literature class
at Winona State, a public college campus? I'm taking that class right now, and it's interesting to see
how the Bible is so important even when theological aspects are not being looked at. For instance, it
has impacted literature. People who the Bible has
influenced and are still widely read today include:
John Milton, George Herbert, Walt Whitman,
Shakespeare and Henry David Thoreau, to name a
few.
It's our instruction booklet to life. We weren't
randomly plunked on this earth to blindly figure
out why we're here. The Bible lays it all out for us,
if we'd only take the time to read it. Psalm 119:105
says, "Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light
for my path." I remember my freshman year here I
went hiking at Sugarloaf with a bunch of people at
midnight. We didn't have flashlights, but thankfully the moon was bright enough for us to make our
way up to the top.

Letters to the Editor

I have a story for you. Samuel is
not that common a name but I
assure you I am a common person. In fact, I am no more qualified to write this than any other
person who has experienced the
all encompassing power of the
Force, but because the Winonan
has this great forum for discussion, here goes.
Two years, three months and
six days ago I was sitting in one
of my night classes, not paying
attention to the professor and
drawing pictures in my notebook,
when a man came in to the classroom with a piece of paper that
had "Samuel" written on it. My
heart skipped a beat as I scurried
out of the classroom. I was taken
to a telephone with my mother on
the line. My mind was racing
with possibilities, what could she
have to tell me that was so important to drag me out of class?
It was a sudden car crash that
took my fathers life. The gut
wrenching pain was unbearable
and it sent me straight ' to my
knees. The least expected and
most horrific thing had just happened, the loss of my father.
As I reflect I now realize how
traumatic it is to loose ones
father, so much of my life has
changed. There is only one thing
that has remained the same, the
Force. Events like the loss of a
close relative bring a lot of
changes but I am thankful every
day that before my father died he
showed me the way of the Force.
I am thankful that my father
enlightened me and that he
Tom Hainje
Economics and Business Law/ showed me what a great Jedi
Knight Luke Skywalker was.
Sophomore
Why am I telling you this?
Experience Joy of The Because my father told me that I
must always be working for the
Force
My name is Samuel Butler and Light Side of the Force, he told
me that the Dark Side, with

online campus web-paper without unnecessarily ostracizing and
harassing students. He has used
this platform as a tool to voice his
political views, and terrorized
students and groups that feel differently than him.
How can a man of such low
moral standard be allowed to
instruct the journalists of our
future? What kind of example is
he setting for the students he is
training? This man is teaching a
policy of hatred, and he is unable
to accept diversity of thought. I
actually find it hilarious that an
older gentleman goes out of his
way to pick on students of WSU.
I would like to commend any
journalism majors who leave this
school with an open-minded and
reasonable view of the world, in
spite of Vivian's instruction and
example.
If you are ever 'fortunate'
enough to be instructed by this
man, good luck, and may God be
with you. If Vivian wishes to
express his political views I
would think there is a better
venue for his politically-charged
rants. What he has done is inappropriate, and shows that he has
no respect for his position or people with differing views. I think
we're all sick of hearing this
man's voice political jargon on
what is supposed to be a student
driven news source. Other than
that, I would like to wish John
Vivian a great day, and a pleasant
year.

Adam Crowson

Jenny Miller

Ben Grice

Paul Sloth

Brian Krans

Doug Sundin

Vader's help, will cover the
galaxy in an indescribable darkness the likes humans have never
seen before. I tell everyone this
because I want everyone to experience the joy of the Light Side of
the Force and the happiness that
accompanies Luke Skywalker's
sacrifice for the entire galaxy. He
lost his hand for you and me.
I am Samuel. The Force is the
all encompassing power and
binding force of the universe. I do
not have any boxes around campus but you can e-mail me at
winonadoagree@hotmai l.com

Samuel Butler
Communication, Arts and Literature

Winonan religiously
biased
I have a question. Has the
Op/Ed section of your paper
recently merged with Christianity
Today Magazine, or is this just
my imagination? Between Katrina Jensen's columns and the
parade of pathos soaked letters
that do little more than preach
about how great Jesus is without
giving readers anything deep or
meaningful to reflect on, I'm
starting to think that even Mel
Gibson is more religiously neutral than the Winonan.
As for these "I Agree With
Matt" folks, I suppose it's appropriate that they would make
matching T-shirts, since Christianity is all about mindlessly following others anyway. Why
don't these people just make Tshirts that say "I Can't Think For
Myself"?
Tim Gage
English Writing/ Senior

That's kind of how life is. We push full steam
ahead, but God has given us a light for our path, so
we can look out for the fallen tree or loose rocks in
the path of life when we've forgotten, lost or broken our flashlight.
You know when you read a difficult book, study
an intense subject or participate in a strenuous
activity, you feel a sense of ownership and pride
after completion? The same goes for the Bible. The
neat thing about the Bible is that every time you
pick it up, you come away with a new perspective
you're able to learn something new all the time.
I also want to stress the importance of a good
study Bible. I have a Life Application Study Bible
(New International Version), and more than 75
percent of it is application-based. They are spendy,
but so worth it.
Reach Katrina Jensen at Kmjensen7527@ webmail.winona.edu

Running of the Bulls
thrilling celebration

m

any peo-

ple are
adventurous or sporty in
nature; they experAfsina Yildiz
iment with death to
get just the thrill of
Editorial
it. Are you one of
Columnist
those, who love to
Bungee Jump? Or
ride the water
rapids? Well what about running in front of the bulls? The
Spanish people love it and celebrate the fiesta of bull running
every year, trying their best to brush against the bull and brush
away from death. That's what bull running is all about.
The festival lasts for a week, starting from July 7 through 14.
The festival is held in the memory of Navarre's Patron Saint,
San Fermin. The tradition is believed to have begun in 1591
when the drovers lead the bull into the bull-fighting arena.
Soon, the butcher's guild, which was responsible for buying the
bulls, joined the run. As time passed, more people joined in the
thrill to run beside the bull and eventually, the people began
running in front of the bulls like the drovers did.
The thrill to get as close as possible to the bull and yet not
get wounded got the adrenaline rushing of young men and in
coming years the amount of men running increased starting a
tradition that has not stopped since.
The event starts with the prayer for San Fermin, an image of
whom is placed in a niche. After the rocket hits the air, the bullfighting ferocious bulls are let loose in the narrow streets of
Pamplona. A second rockets goes off, letting people know that
the bulls are on loose and then the real games starts between the
bulls and the crowd. The narrow street of 325 meters is full with
raging bulls and running men, trying to feel the breath of the
bulls on their back and at the same time avoiding being gorged
with the horns. If the bull comes too close, the runners climb
the walls or look for a gap or slip to jump.
Bull fighting has become a passion in Spain; it's not only
prevalent in San Fermin but also takes place in Aravaca-Pozuelo, a suburb of Madrid, in the late summer. If you are looking
for thrill rides, then I would suggest you should try the bull running.
Reach Afsina Yildiz at ayildiz8990@ webmail.winona.edu

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be 250 wore, Jr less and received by the Sunday pre.ceding our Wednesday pub-

lication dates and include your full narr,., major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters
from faculty members must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space and/or
relevance when necessary, and to reject ads and letters to the editor it deems inappropriate.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can
also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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Thirty plays in one hour?

See page 7 for
Woodall at Jennings
review of 'Eternal
Happiness of the
Spotless Mind'

Winona State students
going to Hmong
National Conference
in North Carolina
Laura Gossman

WINONAN

Heather Henkel Winonan

Lindsay Puckett and Nathan Wagner of the Wenonah Players perform "Lindsay and Friends" Friday night in the Student Union. The play was one of the 30 from "Pappy's Diner 2." The show was dedicated to Wagner's grandfather,
Pappy, who passed away seven months ago from liver cancer. All proceeds from the play went to the American Cancer Society.
Kari Winter
WINONAN

The cast of "Pappy's Diner 2"
promised 30 plays in 60 minutes
or your money back. The
Wenonah Players delivered
Thursday and Friday in the Art
Tye Lounge.
The Winona State University
student theater club performed
30 comedic and dramatic, audience-interactive, structured

improvisational scenes.
The audience decided the
order of the scenes by calling out
numbers.
"It was scripted but it was
different every night because we
didn't know what scene number
was next," said coordinator and
cast member Shannon O'Brien.
The scripts came from the
Neo-Futurist Theatre of Chicago
and the Wenonah Players picked
the ones they liked best.
"I liked it, I thought it was a
really different and original set

Mezzo-soprano to perform
songs of American Composers at Winona State
The Winona State Music
Department is scheduled to
have guest artist Katherine
Eberle in concert at 4 p.m. Sunday, April 18, in the Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall.
Eberle is scheduled to be
accompanied by Laura Silverman, piano, and assisted by
Amy Appold, violin.
The concert will feature
songs by the American cornposers Rebecca Clarke, Richard
Pearson Thomas, Lawrence
Fritts and Astor Piazolla.
Eberle is a mezzo-soprano
soloist with a career that
includes a wide array of professional and collegiate engagements in both the United States
and abroad. She specializes in
oratorio, chamber music, art
song and opera.
Since 1990, she has given 17
college-level master classes in
10 states as well as in Argentina, Korea, Peru and Brazil.
Eberle's competitions and vocal
awards include honors from the
National Association of Teachers of Singing, the National
Federation of Music Clubs, the
Atlanta Pro-Mozart Society and
the University of Michigan.
Laura Silverman is Coordinator of the Accompanying
Department of the School of
Music at the University of
Akron, a position she has held

since 1989.
Eberle received both her
bachelor of music degree and
master of music degree in piano
performance at the Cleveland
Institute of Music.
Silverman was a prizewinner
in both the Robert Casadesus
International Piano Competition and the J.S. Bach International Piano Competition.
Appold is a founding member and first violinist of the
Maia String Quartet. She has
performed in major concert
halls throughout the United
States including appearances at
Lincoln Center's Alice Tully
Hall and Clark Studio Theatre,
the Kennedy Center and Harris
Hall of the Aspen Music Festival. Appold holds a bachelor of
music degree from the Cleveland Institute of Music and a
master of music degree from
the Peabody Conservatory.

Tickets for the
Katherine Eberle
concert are available
at the door. The cost
is $3 for students
and seniors and $5
general admission.

up for a play," said Kate Weber two years ago. It was named
who attended Thursday night's after the director's grandfather,
Pappy, who recently passed
performance.
With scenes featuring special away from cancer of the liver
guest "Beyonce Knowles," and a and pancreas.
The cast — including one of
scene that was an exact replica
of the scene right before it, the Pappy's grandsons — and crew
audience was continuously chose to donate all of the money
entertained with fast-moving, raised from the performance to
witty, subject matters. the American Cancer Society, in
"I thought the 'Fax Girl' honor of Pappy.
scene was the most hilarious
Reach Kari Winter at klwinthing I'd ever seen," said Weber.
"Pappy's Diner" was per- ter3111@webmail.winona.edu
formed at WSU for the first time

Winona State University's Hmong
American Student Association has been
savina money for the past three years to go
to thet'Hmong National Development Conference.
The group has finally saved up enough
money to go to this year's conference in
Charlotte, N.C.
Fundraising has been such a long
Xiong Xiong
process for us because our events are usually free, said Hmong student association
president Xiong Xiong,.
The association puts on the annual
Hmong New Year for students and the
Winona community for no admission.
"In the past, we have tried to host soccer and volleyball tournaments, but they
haven't generated a lot of funding," said
Xiong.
Xiong said students want prize money,
not trophies, for winning the tournaments.
According to Xiong, the association can't
Pakou Chang
afford to give away money.
"Another problem was finding a field
that didn't cost too much to rent," said
Xiong.
The association is still looking for donations to help make it cheaper for the seven
members that will be going to the conference April 1.
"A real-estate agent and two insurance
agents from the Twin Cities might sponsor
us, but nothing is definite," said Xiong. "It
would be nice because it would make the
trip a little cheaper for us."
Khong Yang
Xiong said the group is trying to cut corners to help keep costs down.
"Each member will be paying $200 out-of-pocket to go on
the three-day trip," said Xiong.
The students will not be making any other stops while in
Charlotte due to the lack of funds and the lack of time.
"If all goes well, we should be back for classes the following
Monday," said Xiong.
Many Hmong professionals will be attending and it should be
a great opportunity for students to increase their network,
according to Xiong.
Laura
Reach
lagossma2942@webmail.winolta.edii

Gossman

at

Want to work here?
The Winonan is looking for
reporters
Come in and get an application

Schmidlapp to discuss recent artwork

Don Schmidlapp: Recent
Work
March 1 through April 9
Winona State University's
Paul Watkins Gallery is displaying the recent work of art professor Don Schmidlapp through
April 9.
Schmidlapp will present a
slide lecture from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. today in Gildemeister 155
on the Winona State campus.
A gallery reception will follow from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Both
events are free and open to the
university community and the
general public.
Schmidlapp has been drawing
and painting the Winona envi-

rons for over 20 years. His sensitive, atmospheric and expressive
landscape spaces focus on the
Mississippi River and its surroundings.
He accomplished the series of
work, on display, during a sabbatical from teaching during
2002 to 2003. This is his first
solo exhibition in eight years.
Because the show includes
sketches and studies, as well as
fully realized pastel drawings
and oil paintings, some of
Schmidlapp's process can be
traced in the exhibition.
The exhibition, of over 20
works, varies in scale from
smaller, intimate pastels (where
Schmidlapp feels he is "in his

element") to an oil painting that
is over six feet wide.
Many of the larger works are
panoramic in their proportions.
The extended shape offers many
interesting possibilities in terms
of arrangements of elements and
ideas.
The wide, vertically compressed compositions echo an
individual's experience of viewing a landscape.
Although Schmidlapp has
worked with the figure and still
life both recently and in the past,
he is currently most interested in
landscape because of the possibilities it offers as a subject.
He is quick to note that he is
not documenting places. He

loosely quotes master abstract
expressionist Robert Motherwell, saying the artist's ambition
in making pictures is to organize
states of feeling.
Schmidlapp's aim is to tie
visual form to an expression of
self, at the deepest levels of
thought and meaning. He asserts
that landscape lends itself to
such expression.
Located in Watkins Hall at
Winona State, the gallery is open
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and until 8 p.m.
Wednesdays.
For further information, contact the Art Department at 4575393.
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Spring break not
always warm, sunny
or exotic for seniors
When looking
for apartments in
a larger city, you
must make some
choices or you
will never be able
Janet Korish
to narrow your
search. Do you
Columnist
want to live in the
outskirts or suburbs and commute
to work? Or, do
you want to live in
For some college students, a downtown area and possibly
spring break signifies their big give up driving all together? Are
chance to get out of town, prefer- you looking for a community
ably to some place warm, sunny type of setting with many on-site
and tropical.
amenities or do you prefer soliMy spring break wasn't near- tude and being on your own (for
ly that warm, sunny or exotic.
that matter, do you want a roomInstead of taking a vacation mate)?
type of trip this year, I decided to
Since I wasn't completely
be proactive and get a head start sure, I decided to look at several
on my upcoming pat unent types of apartments. There is no
search.
way that I would sign a lease,
First off, I have to admit that I keeping me in one place for
am not much of an expert in the months on end, without explorapartment shopping arena. My ing all my options.
past apartment experience conI think its important to realize
sists of one townhouse (that I that apartment complexes are
shared with my sister) and that like work environments, they
was years ago.
each have their own "culture." If
Some of my friends find it the culture of the place isn't the
amusing that I am first looking right fit, you could wind up
for a place to live and only then unhappy, if not downright miserwill start looking for a job. How- able in your new place.
ever, I feel that where you live is
Then there are also general
very important; it should feel features to look for and weigh
like an extension yourself. Not out in your mind: the colors, caronly that, your place should be peting and tile — not to mention
your safe haven from the crazy, the amount of space, storage,
hectic outside world. It's the what type of laundry facilities
place where you can relax, and parking availability there is
recoup and re-energize for the are all equally important considnext day.
erations for finding the "right"
Beyond your apartment is the place.
city that you choose to live in.
Looking at various types of
This too, should reflect your per- apartments in different locations
sonality (and if it isn't the right helped me pin down what I realfit, you should move on).
ly want for my next place. I
For myself, I have found that haven't found it (yet). Still, I
I am completely fascinated with know what won't work for me.
the hustle and bustle, the under- Better yet, I believe the right
lying energy that exists in large place is out there AND I have a
cities — especially in downtown much better idea how to find it.
areas. There is always something
going on. There is always someReach Janet Korish at jakorthing to do. The energy is conta- ish5260@webmail.winona.edu
gious.

SCSU linguist creates
language for tribe
ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP) —
Ettien Koffi is using age-old
books to propel his people into
the future.
The associate professor of
English and foreign languages at
St. Cloud State University is
using the New Testament to
bring literacy and development
to his native people.
Koffi belongs to the Ivory
Coast's Anyi tribe, a group of
about I million that speaks Anyi
but has never had a written language.
Using his skills as a linguist,
Koffi created a written language
for the Anyi and has been translating books from the New Testament to be sent home to the
Ivory Coast.
More than 6,000 languages
are spoken around the world, but
4,000 to 5,000 of those languages have never been written,
Koffi said.
The estimated literacy rate
among the Anyi, who read and
speak French, is 40 percent,
Koffi said. In America, the literacy rate is in the low- to mid-90s,
he said.
"One way to help people out
of poverty is through literacy,"
Koffi said. "It's a long process."
Written languages help preserve the cultural elements of a
person, tribe or race, Koffi said.
"But beyond cultural pteservation, it serves as an impetus for
development,"' he said. "If there
isn't an accumulation of knowledge, there can't be development."
Balancing knowledge of
indigenous languages and world
languages such as English and
Spanish can be a struggle, said
Emily Schultz, associate professor of anthropology at St. Cloud
State.
"Most people would agree
that these days, any kind of success in the world, economic success, political success, depends
on skills of literacy," Schultz
said.
But it's also important to preserve indigenous languages that
are rich with culture and history,
she said.
That balance makes Koffi's
work important, Schultz said.
"It's perfectly clear that people want to become literate," she
said. "People understand that literacy, especially in a world lan-

guage, can make all the difference in your life chances."
Koffi has translated 18 of the
27 books in the New Testament,
including the Gospels, Acts and
Revelations. Each completed
book is sent to a literacy group
that's in charge of teaching the
Anyi how to read and write their
own language.
Koffi chose the New Testament because he "strongly
believes" the Bible was the first
major piece of writing in English, he said.
"For a long period of time, the
translation of the Bible in European countries led to literacy,"
Koffi said. "As a Christian and a
linguist, I hope this will lead to
development (for the Anyi)."
Koffi has taught at St. Cloud
State for four years but his journey to Minnesota was a long one.
He grew up in the east-central
part of the Ivory Coast near the
town of Bongouanou and close
to the Ghana border.
He came to America in the
early 1980s as a college student.
Koffi worked with children at
summer camps in New Jersey.
He returned to America a year
later to travel along the East
Coast.
During that trip, he stayed
with a pastor and his family in
Harrisburg, Pa.
"They asked what I wanted to
do after school, and I said linguistics and Bible translation,"
Koffi said.
The pastor arranged for his
church to sponsor Koffi, leading
him to get his master's and doctorate degrees in linguistics at
Indiana State University in
Bloomington, Ind. Koffi later
attended Fuller Theological
Seminary in Pasadena, Calif., to
study Greek and the New Testament.
"Greek gives you such insight
into English," said Koffi, who is
fluent in English, French, Spanish and Anyi. He also can read
Greek and Hebrew. •
Koffi then returned to Africa,
where he worked as a translation
consultant with the United Bible
Society for almost six years.
He eventually moved to Minnesota because his wife, Kim,
whom he met at Fuller, is from
New Hope. He taught at Bethel
College for a year and moved to
Houghton College in New York

See Linguist, Page 7
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Winona State offers look at Lakota life
Laura Gossman
WINONAN

Two Lakota men will give a
presentation on the Lakota way
of life, and the importance of
song to their culture, from 1:30
to 4 p.m. Friday at Lourdes Hall
North Lounge at Winona State
University's Residential College.
Francis White Lance will be
talking about the designs that
the Lakota people use to help
direct them in their everyday
lives.
Ray Takes WarBonnet is a
lead singer for many medicine
men. WarBonnet will explain
the meaning of his spiritual

Town bakes
itself into
record book
LA TRINIDAD, Philippines (AP) — A northern
Philippine town is attempting
to bake itself into the Guinness
Book of Records with what it
claimed was the world's
biggest strawberry buttercake.
The northern town of La
Trinidad, which calls itself the
Philippines' strawberry capital,
has been baking giant cakes for
the last three years.
But Mayor Nestor Fongwan
said the town has outdone itself
this time with the giant dessert
weighing 24,572 pounds.
At 18 cents a slice in the
town hall, the massive cake
was expected to feed 55,000
townspeople.
About 6,614 pounds of
strawberries were used in baking the cake, which measures
8.43 feet high and 8.69 feet
wide, Fongwan said.
The Guinness Book of
Records doesn't have an entry
for strawberry buttercakes but
organizers said they would
seek a new category for their
massive creation.
Plant City, Florida, holds
the Guinness Record for
biggest strawberry shortcake.

Got and idea?
Let us know
contact the
etcetera editor
at
wsu etc@yahoo.
corn

songs, according to James
Reidy, Winona State physical
education and recreation professor.
Both men are from the Pine
Ridge Reservation and live in
Kyle, S.D.
"Both have ancestors that
witnessed the first Battle of
Wounded Knee," said Reid.,
"White Lance's great-grandfather was wounded 15 times during the battle."
Reidy, who is coordinating
the event, met White Lance
while on a trip for one of his
travel education summer classes.
"They are wonderful speakers and students will learn some

interesting facts about the culture," said Reidy.
This will be the first time
they have come to the university. Together they interpret spiritual ceremonies for the common
people.
"In society that has forgotten
the old ways, White Lance and
WarBonnet continue with the
traditional ways of their ancestors," said Reidy.
According to Reidy, White
Lance will also be talking about
the contract his people have
with their higher being and the
obligation they have to the
earth.
White Lance has written a
book that will be for sale at the

lecture.
The Winona State Residential College is sponsoring the
event.
The organization has provided many opportunities this year
for the campus and community
to learn more about different
cultures.
Last semester the university
hosted some visiting Osage
Indians.
- Reach Laura Gossman at
lagossnzan2942@webmail.wino
Ila.edu

Let us know about your upcoming
arts, theater or music events
email us at wsu etc@yahoo.com

Legal-ease.
Got a college degree and no plans?
It's never been easier to begin a career in law.
With your degree, it takes just 4 months to become
a paralegal at the Minnesota Paralegal Institute.
We offer day and evening courses to fit any schedule
and we're approved by the American Bar Association.
For more information,
please call us at (952)542-8417,
email us at mpi@mnparalegal.com ,
or visit us at www.rnnparalegal.com

MINNESOTA PARALEGAL INSTITUTE
12450 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis, MN 55305
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Screentime
wi th
Woodall & Jennings

`Eternal Sunshine' shows Winslet's kooky side; Carrey's true talent
Teresa Woodall
and
Greg Jennings
Film Critics

"Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless mind!
Each pray'r accepted, and each wish
Mind"
resign'd."
- Alexander Pope
Starring: Jim Currey, Kate Winslet,
Kirsten Dunst, Mark Buffalo, Torn
W: When people asked this week
Wilkinson and Elijah Wood.
what we were going to review, I told
Rating: R
them. This usually ended with a conDirected by: Michel Gond?),
Plot: Joel finds out that his girlfriend fused look and a "huh?" For the people
has erased all memories of him. Heart- who wonder why the name of this film
broken, Joel decides the only way to get is so damn long, the whole movie was
over it is to get the procedure as well. based on a poem by Alexander Pope,
But as the memories start coming in see above. And if you did see it, that
reverse he remembers the good things, a would make a lot more sense.
J: And it's no excuse. Everyone
bit too late.
should have known about and seen this
"How happy is the blameless vestal's film. And, yes, that includes the people
who decide which movies come to
lot!
The world forgetting, by the world Winona. Damn it. Road trip!
W: We went to the odd and exotic
forgot.
Eternal sunshine of the spotless land of La Crosse, Wis., where they

Art project helps
neighborhoods get
colorful with tiles
LAS CRUCES, N.M. (AP) —
In the ceramics room upstairs at
Court Youth Center, 11-year-old
Tyler Askin polished the multicolored tiles that composed his
most recent creation, a work of
art that will 'soon be hanging in
front of his home.
The budding artist is among a
couple of dozen youths from the
Weed and Seed A. Fielder
Memorial Safe Haven in the
Mesquite Street neighborhood,
and many adults, who also are
making decorative ceramic tiles
of their address numbers, or
other ceramic-based pieces, from
murals to painted pots.
Across the table from Askin,
8-year old Savanah Armijo was
finishing a mural, while her 5year old sister, Ariana, worked
on her piece.
"I'm making our last name
and she's making the address.
It's going by the door," Savanah
Armijo said, adding its the first
time she's worked on anything
like this. "I've done some stuff
before; I made some bowls when
I used to go to a different
school."
It's all part of a joint beautification project Between the Court
Youth Center, Mesquite Street
neighborhood group Las Esperanzas and the Safe Haven, a project one participant said has
brought neighbors together.
Last month, members of Las
Esperanzas and their neighbors
gathered over several weeks at
Court Youth Center, making tiles
or, like Las Esperanzas member
Romelia Eres, making a brightly
painted ceramic pot.
For Eres and others, it was
their first real experience with art
since they were children.

Quite a few fine pieces came
out of the sessions, but more
importantly, Eres said the , sessions also led to new friends and
renewed acquaintances with old
friends.
In Eres' case, a neighbor of 42
years who she had drifted away
from over the years due to work
and family schedules, started
coming every night. Now,
they're buddies again.
"We renewed our friendship,"
Eres said, her hand on her decorative pot.
That sense of community is
what Court Youth Center Director Irene Oliver-Lewis wants
people to get out of it, as well as
an appreciation for art as more
than just something that hangs
on a wall in a gallery.
"I think art is the soul of a
community. I don't think we do
enough of it," Oliver-Lewis said.
The tile project is funded
through Weed and Seed money
designated for , beautification
projects. But more is planned for
the historic Mesquite Street area.
An ornately decorated community garden at the corner of
Spruce and Tornillo has already
been designed, and could be built
by this year, funded by a $50,000
Community Development Block
Grant.
Weed and Seed art instructor
Pepper Gallegos said for many
youths at the Safe Haven, the
project is giving some their first
real exposure to what art can be.
"At first, I've had to really
explain it. Now, as soon as I get
it explained to them, they jump
right in. It feels great to see their
faces light up," Gallegos said.

actually get most films of substance.
J: Wherever you have to go to see
"Eternal Sunshine," make the trek. It's
well worth it to see Charlie Kaufman's
latest brilliance.
W: For those who are not aware of
who Kaufman is, his resume includes
such brilliant films as "Adaptation"
and "Being John Malkovich." This
man is a freaking genius. This film is
no exception.
J: This is an emotionally taut, reality-twisting ride through a quirky relationship. Butstill, at heart it's a romantic comedy. But, good luck' keeping
that in mind throughout its entirety.
W: Romantic comedy? Huh? The
plot of this -film was along the lines of
another great film, Memento. Half the
time you really don't know where the
hell you are, you just know that you are
lost in Joel's mind. As audience members, you are fOrced to think and put this
puzzle together, all by yourself — I
know! Movies aren't supposed to make
you think!
J; I'm just going to let that slide. But
I will say that being forced into and
spending the majority of the film in Jim
Carrey's mind creates some of the most
in-depth characterization that has EVER
been included in a film. And it doesn't
hurt that this is the hands-down best
performance of Carrey's career.
W: Agreed. I also enjoyed the side
plots. Going into this film, I didn't

expect to see anything but the relationship between these two main characters.
I didn't even know where the hell all
these other characters came to play,
much less why Kirsten Dunst was jumping around in her underwear. But, the
subplots enhanced the story quite well,
yet kept focus on the main plot line.
J: Well, obviously Kirsten Dunst was
jumping around in her underwear so
that the audience's attentions weren't
torn away froi-n the plot by the smoldering masculinity that is a bed-headed
Mark Ruffalo doing the twist in tightywhities. I specifically enjoyed Elijah
Wood playing a part that resembles my
own idea of what he's like in real life —
kind of a dork.
W: I was impressed that Frodo Baggins was not in this film. Many people
believe that Elijah will always be Frodo,
this film was a Frodo-free film. Though
one thing I HATED about this film was •
big Jim in little Jim body and same with
Kate in the childhood memories. It was
very scary and very, very freaky. Me no
like.
J: It didn't bother me so much. I
enjoy seeing actors being short; it bolsters my own ambition. I was more
impressed that Kate Winslet wasn't her
usual trademark self — a sub-par
actress. 1 thought she was excellent (for
once), and she didn't sink any luxury
liners to do it.
W: If you have followed Kate's

Linguist ,
before getting a job at St. Cloud State.
Anyi is spoken mainly in the Ivory Coast
and western Ghana, said Koffi, whose doctoral dissertation focused on how to come
up with a spelling system for the language.
Most languages, including most African
and Latin American languages, had not
been written before European colonization,
Koffi said. Because of that, it's impossible
to know how long the Anyi people have
been around. It's only known that the
Anyis' ancestors are from Ghana, Koffi
said.
To formulate a written language for the
Anyi, Koffi relied on a chart by the International Phonetic Association. All written languages use some type of Roman script
derived from the association's chart, Koffi
said.
Based on guidelines in the chart, Koffi

career since her run-in with the iceberg,
she has been doing a lot of independent
films, where she plays a crazy chick.
Looks like she has perfected that skill. I
liked her bright red hair too, it was very
tangerine.
J: But tangerine is orange.
W: The color looked red/orange OK,
shut up.
J: Speaking of apparently confusing
visuals', let us talk about some cinematography and special effects! Other
than the resizing of characters discussed
earlier, the combination of disappearing
reality and claustrophobic, shadowy
camerawork evokes real suspense as
Carrey's memories try to escape erasure.
W: True, but at times I really wanted
to place the camera on a table or tripod
or something to hold the thing still! But
when the film was done, all confusion
was gone. There were so many great
themes in this film. And after it was
through, it took me on a trip into my
own head reviewing memories that I
want to keep and want to forget. It was
well worth the 30-minute drive. Zero
kicks to the head.
J: It really gives you an excuse for
self-reflection, and it is a remarkable
trip. To La Crosse, I mean — very
scenic. No kicks to be found here.
Reach Woodall &
.wsu_etc@yahoo.com

Jennings

Continued from Page 6
assigns characters to the language's spoken
sounds, he said. Some factors Koffi considers include the way the mouth and tongue
move when the language is spoken.
"It's a very precise science," Koffi said.
Koffi does most of his translation work
during the summer.
He also is writing a manual to teach others how to create a written language, and
he's translating booklets on issues such as
AIDS prevention. He also has translated
Catholic prayers and traditional songs in
Anyi.
Koffi plans to continue His work until he
has translated the entire New Testament. He
also wants to create a dictionary for the language.
This summer Koffi hopes to translate
two books — 1 Thessalonians and 2 Thessalonians — and if he has time, he'll trans-

late the book of James.
Koffi sends the completed New Testament books every year to his literacy group
and goes to the Ivory Coast every three
years to visit and make revisions or corrections to his translations. Koffi's parents and
five of his six siblings still live in the Ivory
Coast.
The literacy group also has 10 teachers
to teach the language to the Anyi. The program is very successful, drawing many
women who want to learn the language, he
said. It's not uncommon for Anyi women to
run small businesses, Koffi said. About 350
people are enrolled in the program, he said.
"Our goal is to have one teacher in every
village," Koffi said.

Freedom is not a reward or a decoration that is celebrated with champagne —
Oh nol It's a long distance race, quite solitary and very exhausting.
Albert Camus
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Score 'em
Baseball – 3/19-20
Warriors
North Dakota State

11
4

Warriors
North Dakota State

8
16

Warriors
Creighton

4
26

Softball – 3/18-19
Warriors
Quincy College

2
1

Warriors
S. Ill.-Edwardsville

2
1

Warriors
S. 111.-Edwardsville

3
1

Women's tennis – 3/17
Warriors
Saint Mary's

4
5

Men's tennis – 3/18
Warriors
Saint Miry's

5
4

Watch 'em
Baseball

•

Doubleheader at home vs.
Northern State,
Saturday, beginning at
1:30 p.m.

Men's hoops loses
OT heartbreaker
Warriors fall to NSU in NSIC semifinals
Ian Stauffer

named the co-defensive player of the year.
Now the Warriors look forward to next season,
WINONAN
when Zach Malvik, who sat out this season with a foot
ST. PAUL — The Winona State University men's injury, will be back, along with Zellmann, who missed
basketball team blew an 11-point second-half lead in the last eight games of this season with a foot injury.
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference semifiMalvik averaged 14.2 points per game two years
nals on March 6 and lost to Northern State University ago to lead the Warriors, while Zellmann was putting
83-80 in overtime.
in 16.9 per game this season before going down with a
The loss ended the Warriors' season, as well as the broken bone in his foot.
college careers of Travis Leech, Eric Doster, Andy
To replace the parting seniors, the Warriors have
Nett, Justin Redetzke, Ryan Brinkman and Jeff four red-shirt freshmen coming in, along with BranO'Donnell.
don Stromer, who missed this season with a shoulder
Leech needed just three points going into the game injury.
to reach 1,000 career points, and with 15:50 left in the
John Smith, the commonly named McDonald's
the first half, he hit a free throw to reach the mark.
All-American nominee and two-time all-state selecHe finished the day with 13 points and 1,010 for his tion, and Tyler Leech, the younger brother of Travis,
career. John Hopf led the Warriors with 14 points, will compete for the starting center position.
Shane Neiss, who went to high school with Smith
while Leech and Chad Barfknecht each had 13. Redetzke also hit double figures with 10.
in Johnsburg, Ill., was twice selected as the conference
WSU led twice in the overtime session, but the Most Valuable Player and will replace Doster at shootWolves outscored WSU 10-7, and Doster's 3-pointer ing forward.
to tie at the buzzer was off the mark.
Mike Paynter transferred to Winona State at the
The Warriors finished the season 17-12 overall and end of first semester, and will likely join a Warrior
10-6 in the NSIC. Zellmann and Leech were both backcourt which features Malvik at point guard and
selected to the All-Conference team, while Hopf was Zellmann at shooting guard.

Doug Sundin/WrNoNAN

Warrior John Hopf (5) takes the ball to the basket in
this file photo from a game against Moorhead.

Softball begins where it left off

Doubleheader at home vs.
Northern State,
Sunday, beginning at noon

After last year's NSIC title, WSU starts with 10 straight wins in Fla.

Softball

Scott Swanson
Doubleheader at Viterbo,
Thursday beginning at
3 p.m.

WINONAN

After being named the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference's preseason favorite, it is easy to
see that Warrior softball has something special
going. The Warriors are the defending NSIC tournament champions, and they've begun this season
picking up right where they left off.
They started the season with 10 straight wins in
Ft. Myers, Fla., defeating teams from all over the
nation, including Division I St. Francis, N.Y.
They played all 10 games from March 7-12.
Sophomore catcher Sarah Carlson hit .515,
delivering three home runs and knocking in 13
runs during the 10-game span. She was named
NSIC hitter of the week for her performances.
Carlson was not the only Warrior to be honored. Senior pitcher Stephanie Fritch earned the
NSIC pitcher of the week award for her dominating 4-0 record, 0.36 ERA, and 26 strikeouts. In 25
innings pitched, Fritch gave up just 13 hits.
On March 18, the Warriors played a non-conference doubleheader — their first games since
returning from Florida. In the first game, WSU
suffered their first loss of the season, 9-6, in a

Doubleheader at home vs.
La Crosse, Friday beginning
at 2 p.m.
Men's tennis
Home vs. Minnesota StateMankato,
Friday, 6 p.m.
Women's tennis
Away vs. Minnesota StateMankato,
Sunday, 9 a.m.
Men's golf
Heart of America Golf Classic in Warrensburg, Mo.,
Monday and Tuesday

hard-fought battle against Quincy, Ill. They quickly shook off the loss and came up with a 2-1 win
against Culver-Stockton, Mo. Both games were
played in Illinois.
The following day, the Warriors traveled to
Edwardsville, Ill., for a pair of games against
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville.
The first game was a stunner, as the Warriors
needed an extra inning to record a 2-1 victory. In
the top of the eighth, Carlson knocked in the
game-winning run with a double. Centerfielder
Jamie Kettwig was 2-for-3 on the day with a walk
and both Warrior runs. Fritch pitched all eight
innings, allowing only one earned run and seven
hits, while striking out six. The win brought her
season record to an impressive 5-1.
The second game of the doubleheader was
another hard fought win. WSU pitcher Elissa Wisniewski dominated all seven innings, giving up
just two hits and one run, and recording seven
strikeouts. Carlson had yet another stellar performance as she went 3-for-4 and drove in two of the
three Warrior runs.
The 3-1 victory brought the Warriors' season
record to 13-1.
Their next game is a doubleheader against
Viterbo tomorrow in La Crosse, Wis.

Start 'em

Women fall
to Bemidji in
NSIC opener

Tracy Knippel
The senior track star competed in the NCAA Indoor
Nationals in the triple-jump.
Although she did qualify for
the finals, Knippel placed
13th in the nation with a
jump of 36' 3 1/2."

Quote 'em
"See, the games just
don't hold the same intrigue
when I know their results
hold no fiscal bearing (is it
just me, or do I sound like
Pete Rose here?)."
Ben Grice
sports editor
on his NCAA
tourney bracket

Nibble on this
— The defense that
largely contributed to the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Super Bowl title two years
ago is rapidly being dismantled. On Sunday, DT
Warren Sapp signed a
seven-year deal with the
Oakland Raiders. Then, on
Monday, the Denver Broncos signed safety John
Lynch to a three-year contract. The players were
leaders both on and off the
field. The Bucs, after going
7-9 last year, are looking to
head in a different direction
defensively. They also lost
linebacker Nate Webster to
the Bengals.

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

The Winona State University Warriors triumphed 5-4
against Saint Mary's University last Thursday at St. T's.
The win snapped a two-match losing streak and
improved the Warriors' record to 5-7 on the season.

Tennis teams split
with Saint Mary's
Warrior men defeat cross-town rival,
women fall to the Cardinals 5-4
Scott Link
WINONAN

Winona State tennis split a pair of matches with rival Saint
Mary's University last week, with the men's team besting the
Cardinals 5-4 and the women's team losing 5-4.
The win improved the men's record to 5-7 on the season,
while the loss dropped the women's record to 6-13.
The win for the men's team ended a two-match skid for the
Warriors, who had lost their previous two matches in Orlando,
Fla. On March 9, the Warriors fell to Lee-McRae (N.C.), and on
March 11 they lost to Stetson (Fla).
The men's team has been flirting with a .500 record much of
the season and hopes to get back to that plateau with a pair of
home dates. Friday they face Minnesota State-Mankato and next
Wednesday they square off against the University of WisconsinLa Crosse.
The Warrior women have had a difficult year thus far. They
have twice suffered three-match losing streaks and are currently
in a four-match slide after their loss to Saint Mary's last Friday.
The Warriors are presently on a three-match road trip in Missouri
and Kansas and will return to face Minnesota State-Mankato in
Mankato, Minn., on Sunday.

Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

BEMIDJI, Minn. — The Winona State
University women's basketball team finally hit rock bottom on March 4 after a second-half slide that saw the Warriors lose
eight of their last 12 games and drop from
second place in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference into a four-way tie for
third.
The WSU season ended with a disappointing 72-62 loss at Bemidji State University in the first round of the NSIC tournament.
The Warriors led 47-40 halfway through
the second half, but the Beavers stormed
back, outscoring WSU 32-17 in the final
nine minutes, to take the game.
Tanisha Gilbert led the Warriors with
14 points and Anne Straate chipped in 10.
Gilbert and Straate were both selected to
the All-Conference team, as was senior
Jenny Johnson, who was named to the team
for the second time.
Winona State finished 8-8 in the NSIC
and 16-12 overall. The 16 wins ties a
school record.

AP Photo

Minnesota Twins third base coach Al Newman
throws batting practice at spring training
Tuesday, March 2, 2004, in Fort Myers, Fla.

Twins' 3B coach
sent to hospital
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) — Minnesota Twins third
base coach Al Newman was hospitalized because of
high blood pressure after leaving Saturday's spring
training game against Philadelphia.
Newman was admitted at Southwest Florida Regional Medical Center for testing and observation, a hospital
spokeswoman said.
Newman, who spent 16 days in a Chicago hospital
last September after suffering a brain hemorrhage, left
the game in the middle innings because he was feeling
lightheaded. The temperature at the start of the game
was 82 degrees with a light breeze.
"We laid him in here for a while and decided to take
him over to the hospital for precautionary reasons,"
Twins manager Ron Gardenhire said. "I don't know if
it's related to (last September), but I would think with
what he's been through you don't take any chances. So
that's what we're doing, taking no chances."
The Twins were in second place and playing the
Chicago White Sox for the top spot in the AL Central
when Newman collapsed before a game Sept. 16 at
Comiskey Park. He was in a coma for 10 days, and
when he awoke the Twins had won the division pennant
after using him as inspiration.
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You heard it here first: March Sadness
Thanks to upset wins by UAB, Alabama and Nevada, my tourney bracket is screwed

Ben Grice

Sports Editor

Just as I suspected.
In the first weekend of NCAA Division I men's
basketball tourney action, upsets, shockers and
underdogs running circles around higher-seeded
and more heavily-favored teams have been the
norm. Really, I didn't expect different. But I'd be
lying if I said I was totally prepared for the March
Madness (or Sadness in the case of my bracket)
that's ensued.
Already, two No. 1 seeds have been ousted, and
along with them, a pair of deuces. Who would've
thought? I mean honestly, did anyone have Kentucky, the No. 1 team overall, bowing out to the
University of Alabama-Birmingham in the second
round? Or hoW about Stanford falling to the Crimson Tide and not even reaching the Sweet Sixteen?
Give me a break.
As an amateur bracketologist (and I stress amateur), I can't help but wonder why. I know upsets

happen every year; I know this is "the tournament" and "anything can happen," but how is it
that college hoops' major powerhouses are having
difficulty overcoming the Manhattan's, Nevada's
and UAB's of the basketball world'? The answer to
that question might be more obvious than you
think.
Simply, there is an abundance of basketball talent in this country (not to mention overseas) —
much more than the amount even 10 years ago.
With the addition of international players (many of
which were professionals in their native country)
and the basketball craze that's sweeping across the
entire nation (even Alaska and Hawaii), the number of batters with pimp-level skills has increased
dramatically. For sure, Duke, Kentucky, Carolina
and Arizona are still getting the cream of the crop,
but they're not getting all of it. They can't — they
only have 15 roster spots. Now, there's an overflow of cream, and so schools like Pacific, Virginia Commonwealth and Eastern Tennessee State
can give perennial powers a run (if not a loss)
because they have McDonald's All-American-caliber talent too.
That said, I'm still pissed. My bracket took a
serious hit last weekend and I'm likely out of the
money. Yes, I'll still watch this weekend, but not
with the same excitement, the same sense of hope.
See, the games just don't hold the same intrigue
when I know their results hold no fiscal bearing (is

Groovin' the ground strokes...

it just me, or do I sound like Pete Rose here?).
An aside: if you were a college basketball
coach, who would you rather have running your
point, Syracuse's Gerry McNamara, St. Joes'
Jameer Nelson or Wake's true fresh Chris Paul?
Good question, huh? I take McNamara hands
down, and not just because he's a scrawny white
boy with poverty-level athleticism from Scranton,
Pa. (although that could be a contributing factor).
Here's why: He reminds of a young Travis Ford,
except he's a much better passer (for those too
young to remember Ford, he was the glue that held
the Kentucky teams of the early 1990s together).
The kid can flat out light it up. He's got an uncanny ability to get his shot off, despite being undersized (the roster lists him at 6-foot-2, but there's
no way he's even 6-foot).
Mr. McNamara's first-round performance
against Brigham Young University is a case in
point. Then, the sophomore hit for 43 points on 11
of 17 field goals, including nine treys. Nine treys!
'Nuff said. What a stud.
Now that I'm all emotional, it's time to wrap
this up. Be sure to check out Friday's games, when
Nevada will take out Georgia Tech and UAB will
pound Kansas, setting up one of the worst (or most
unexpected) regional finals in tournament history.
Until then, I'll be amending my bracket.
Ben Grice can be reached at bennygrice@hotmail.corn

AP Photo

UAB players Lee Cobb (15), Donell Taylor
(1) and Demario Eddins (23) rush onto the
floor after UAB beat Kentucky, 76-75, in
the second round of the NCAA tournament
Sunday, in Columbus, Ohio.

Staubach likes Henson's potential
Hall of Fame QB high on former Michigan Wolverine playcaller

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Megan Newbauer hits a backhand against St. Mary's
last Wednesday at St. T's. WSU fell 5-4 to the Cardinals.

Maggert's bat leads
WSU in early season
Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

The Winona State University baseball team has had an up-and-down
season, but so far the ups have outweighed the downs.
The Warriors are 9-6-1 with wins
over defending Division II national
champion Central Missouri State,
regionally-ranked North Dakota State
and a tie with Shippensburg, which is
ranked 12th in a March 15 poll
released by Collegiate Baseball
Newspaper.
In that same poll, Winona State is
ranked 21st.
Offensively, the Warriors are paced
by leadoff hitter and center fielder
Josh Maggert, who is leading the
team in five categories, including batting average (.407), runs (14), hits
(22), walks (14), and stolen bases
(11). Andrew Pohlena is close behind

with a .404 average, four home runs
and 10 RBI.
On the mound, Steve Christensen
has the lowest ERA among pitchers
with more than five innings pitched,
with a 2.04 mark. Christensen has
pitched 17.2 innings in seven appearances as a relief pitcher and has struck
out 14 batters, walked six and given
up 15 hits.
Josh Schultz's three wins leads the
Warriors, but he also has an 8.10
ERA, while Brandon Hellenbrand has
the lowest ERA of the starting pitchers, with 6.20.
The Warriors' newly remodeled
Loughrey Field will see its first action
Saturday when WSU meets Northern
State University for an Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference-opening
doubleheader, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
During the offseason, Winona State
added lights and a new press box to
the field.

Women's golf places 6th
The Winona State women's golf
team started their spring season with a
sixth place showing in the Bash at the
Beach tournament in Daytona Beach,
Fla., March 13-14.
The highlight of the tournament
was a hole-in-one cupped on the 15th
hole of the Daytona Beach Golf Club
by Winona State senior Ann Lund.
Lund completed the round with a
score of 82, good for 21st place in the
tournament.
Another Warrior, Alyssa Halvor-

son, finished just three strokes behind
Lund, tying for 24th place.
Winona State's sixth place finish ,
was out of a field of eight teams in the
two-day, 36-hole tournament. The
Warriors will be back on the links in
Winona, Minn., April 9-10 for the
Spring Best Western Riverport Inn
Invite.
The men's golf team will hope to
build on their stellar play from the
fall, when it won the NSIC Championship.

IRVING, Texas (AP) — Roger take over his second year — and led the seven interceptions. His highest comStaubach sees an advantage in the route Cowboys to their first Super Bowl title, pletion percentage and most yards per
earning game MVP. He later won pass were as a junior, indications the
Drew Henson took to the NFL.
Staubach knows what it takes to go another Super Bowl and retired as one more he played, the better he became.
"Quarterback is a physical position,
from college star to superstar quarter- of the most successful and beloved
back of the Dallas Cowboys with a long players of his era.
but it's also a leadership position,"
layoff in between. He says if Henson
Now a successful businessman, Staubach said. "He's got the attributes
would've made it in the NFL straight Staubach still follows his old team. And of being a quarterback and that will
out of Michigan, then he can make it although he's yet to meet Henson, he always stay with him. My skills didn't
has high hopes for the 6-foot-4, 223- erode because I was in the service. I
now.
"Maybe he'll be even better"' pound prospect.
don't think you can erode them if
Staubach said Wednesday,
you're still young, still
"because he's more
competitive."
mature."
While Henson's story
Henson is returning to
has touches of Staubach,
football after three years of
his size and arm strength
pro baseball. He'll join the
are more like Troy AikCowboys as soon as the
man.
NFL approves an eightThe same comparisons
year contract that he's
were made two years ago
already signed. Dallas also
with Chad Hutchinson,
must send a third-round
another baseball-to-footpick in the 2005 draft to the
ball project undertaken by
Houston Texans, who draftCowboys owner Jerry
ed Henson last year purely
Jones. Hutchinson hasn't
as a bargaining chip.
panned out and could lose
The contract guarantees
his roster spot to Henson.
Henson $3.5 million and
Staubach said it's a
can be voided after four
mistake to consider Henyears. The technicalities
son another Hutchinson.
could be worked out by the
"They're entirely difend of this week.
ferent people," Staubach
The Cowboys consider
said. "It's just a coinciit all a cheap price for
dence that they both
AP Photo
someone expected to be a
played baseball, are both
high first-round pick had he Michigan's Drew Henson looks downfield during a game quarterbacks and signed
left Michigan after his against Rice at Michigan Stadium in Ann Arbor, Mich., in with Dallas. They have
junior year and entered the this Sept. 11, 1999, file photo.
entirely different personal2001 draft. He left all right,
ities and talents."
but it was to play in the New York Yan"I'm sure it'll take time for him to
Staubach's advice to Henson is to
kees' farm system.
get back in the swing of things. But keep working hard. His advice to the
Now, at 24, he's giving football from an ability standpoint, I know I was Cowboys is to bring Henson along
another try.
physically stronger at 27 than when I slowly.
"The psyche that you've got this lay- was coming out of college," Staubach
"Sitting out as much as he has, I
off that's going to affect you, that's said. "I was also wiser, more experi- think it would be a mistake to throw
crazy," Staubach said. "As long as he's enced."
him in this year," Staubach said. "He
still competitive, still working out and
Among the nation's top recruits needs some time to get into the
still has a strong work ethic, he'll be as coming out of high school, Henson groove."
good now as he would've been coming played 16 games his first two seasons at
Staubach also believes Dallas can
out of college."
Michigan despite backing up Tom wait because he has faith in the incumStaubach won the Heisman Trophy Brady. He started eight of the nine bent, Quincy Carter.
in 1963 at Navy, then spent four years games he played as a junior.
"I wouldn't give up on Quincy,"
in the military. He became Dallas' startHis cumulative passing totals were Staubach said. "He's shown some
ing quarterback his third season — 214-for-374 (57 percent) for 2,946 skills, he's improving. Speaking as a
although he believes he was ready to yards and 24 touchdowns, with only fan, I want him to do well."

Classifieds
Pregnant? Need Help?
Catholic Charities can help
you with pregnancy, adoption, or parenting decisions.
Free and confidential. 4542270 www.ccwinona.org

Garages For Rent Near WSU
Vehicle or storage. Daily
access. 450-3288 or 454-4444
www.WinonaStudent
Housing.com

Junior or Senior Next Year? Starting June 1, 2004
3 bedroom house, 4 bedroom house and 4 bedroom deluxe
apartment with two full baths, central air and dishwasher.
Huge living room. Both next to WSU.
450-3288 or 4544444. www.WinonaStudentHousing.com

WANTED: Students who will
be juniors or seniors next
year for Focus Group. If
you have not rented housing
for next year, we will pay
you for your opinions and
ideas. 458-5500
Need to sell something?
Run a classified in the
Winonan. Call Megan at
457-5677 or winonanclassifieds@yaoo.com
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WSU's 10th ranked
Men's Volleyball Team
hosted the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference Championships
this past Saturday and
Sunday. The matches
were held in McCown
and Talbot Gyms and
the matches started at
8:30am each morning.
For more information
on Men's Club Volleyball regardless of skill
level contact them at
fpascual @ winona.edu .

